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Lyrics
It was midnight on that floating dock
Legs hangin’ over the side
and the water was smooth, held the stars and moon
like it was jealous of the sky
It was getting late and I felt like time
wasn’t being a friend to me
So, I leaned in close and when I stole
a kiss I couldn’t believe
Just like that water and light
When love hit you just right
I could see
You got the same kind of shine
Dancin’ there inside your eyes
I wanna dive in for the rest of my life
Baby shine
Even though that summer’s gone
I’m still lit up inside
Yeah, there’s no doubt it’ll never burn out
Some things you just can’t hide
'cause here we are now all curled up
in front of the fireplace
And I’m speechless again cause the glow on your skin
seems to get brighter every day
Girl you fight back the dark
like a flame in my heart
I can see
You got the same kind of shine
Dancin’ there inside your eyes
I wanna dive in for the rest of my life
Baby shine
Yeah, it hits you like a spotlight
just like the stars on the water that night
Girl you fire me up inside
You got the same kind of shine
Like a diamond ring in the sun
Or like the sky when the day is done
You got the same kind of shine
Dancin’ there inside your eyes
Baby shine
I wanna dive in for the rest of my life
Baby shine (shalalala)
Yeah, it hits you like a spotlight
Baby shine (shalalala)
Girl you fire me up inside
You got the same kind of shine
(shalalala shalalala shalalala…)

